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"regulate ", it would be impossible to tell just where
to put the note. So you are in no happier position
than you were before. AG a r.l8.tter of fact, scientists
who study birdsong by these methods neYer do attempt
to write the songs on the musical scale, but content
themselves with studies of the fine points of vocal
technique, and that is wl~t those methods are best
suited for. Some of them go so far as to say that
it is wrong to put birdson(; on music paper.
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to Birds around

by Hudson and Sandra Ansley

We vhe are intere steel in

birdsone cannot afford such methods. Follow ow'
scores for the Meadovlark as you listen to the phonocraph and you will see what we mean. The scores help
you to understand what the bird is doing. By whistling off key you can reproduce the sounds by reading
our scores. They achieve what we are after -- to
advance the understanding of birdsong.

Program Notes
of the songs presented in this album have two
sides, like COins, or rather like the moon. The
obverse side is always before us and we know it well;
the re"erse is always turned away from us and is only
currently being explored . Those who listen to this
record (in particular to its reverse side) will hear
the songs of the birds as only the lbirds have known
them heretofore. We have presented this work from
the original tapes by the original discoverer of this
new world of music, and we are happy to refer our
listeners to the oriGinal pnper in which the diGcoyery
was unno\,;flced -- 1951 Proceeding of the Linnaean Society of New York, Number 63, pages 39-40. But we
are even happier to reproduce in this pamphlet four
short articles by Dr. Ansley which fully answer such
questions as his commentary on the songs provokes.
Have the songs been heard before1 What do they menn?
What is the physical basis of the "effect" he calls
the Whippoorwill Effect1
~!a.ny

The Sound Microscope
A two speed tape recorder is a sound microscope . By
recording at high speed and playing back at r£lf
speed, the effect is to magnify the song, or extend
it over twice the lencth of tape. For birds that
'sing at a rate of ten notes per second it is
sufficient to perform the process once, and for those
that sine faster the process can be repeated until
all the detail is disco,v ered. The House ,/ren must
be played at 1/16th speed if we are to hear all its
song! Fortunately the bird sings three octaves above
middle C; otherwise the song might disappear under
such treatment. In general the faster a bird sings,
the hiGher its voice; and most songs end up on the G
clef. Once there it is not difficult to score by
car. At times it is not easy, as in the case of
t,leadowlarks, but that is the fault of the bird.
We are often asked why we do not use an "accurate"
method, for then we would never have the trouble.
The truth is that there is no more accurate method
for our purpose. Let me explain. You do not have
to match the pitch by ear if you photograph an
oscilloscope or examine a "movie" sound track under
a microscope. But once you have compiled the
necessary data and keyed it to tables of frequency,
amplitude and tempo, you are still in a position of
having to make an independent judgment if you enter
the results on the musical staff. Birds never sing
pure tones, but regulate their voice by ear, just
as we do. When it overshoots, they overcompensate,
and so on. This is what gives timber and beauty to
their voice, and enables us to recognize the species
in the fteld regardless of what song they are singing.

The Hidden Songs
l-1any birdsongs are plain and clear while others are
much too rapid for huma~ ears to follow. In between
are songs at the threshold of the human auditory
response. In other words, some of the sengs presented
in our study are well known, others known only vaguely,
whereas some have never been heard before. Naturally
a claim so sweeping' must be backed up by evidence
stronger than subjective impressions. Such evidence
is amply provided by the numerous efforts mde in the
past to write ·musical transcriptions of the songs of
birds. There is an extensive catalogue of such efforts,
going back to the 17th Century . Far and away the best
authorities on North .~erican birdsongs are F. Schuyler
Mathews and Aretas A. Saunders, both of whom have

•
published books on the subject. Mathews (Wild Birds
and their Music, Putnam 1904) shows as uncanny ability
to judge how well he ws hearing, and when he says
that he ia r;1ght, we have been able to prove that he
usually ws riGht. Saunders (Bird Song, Doubledny
1935) displays evidence of an ear so keen that we sometimes auspect him of having been born with a straight
cochlea.

We also believe that both our experts give an exaggerated icpression of the number of different songs
for this species.
The w09dthrush sings just below, or at, the hunan
threshold.
Chicy..o.dee

It is upon the best efforts of these tva men that we
rely in order to judge whether a song is new or has
been heard before.

The sone is almost as plain as that of the European cuckoo. When the song is slowed down, ,the
second note (sometimes repeated) usually breakG
up into the distinct notes in a rather unexpected
wo.y, but the break is audible to the naked "ear, and
is mentioned by Saunders. Mathews ignored it. A
non-cryptic singer .
Mathews:

Red Eyed Towhee
~lathewa:
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But the Phoebe is another _tter. "It is almost
useless to place this tuneless song on the cusical
staff," writes Mathews. Both he and Saunders
correctly indicate two songs, but they get both
wrong.

on first note
Saunders:
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l,lathews:

Saunders:
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lici ther ~lathews nor Saunders discerned the Towhee's
4-note song. From this alone ve conclude that thc
Towhee cannot be properly heard without electronic
aid. The fact that both men assign incorrect values
to the notes of the songs they do report points to
the same conclusion, as does the confusion over the
intervals between notes. Hence we classify the songs
of this bird as hidden Or ~, at least in part.

Both songs are represented as being essentially
alike, except that the one goes up and the other
down, whereas in reality it is hard to imagine two
songs which differ more strikingly.
One is like the Chickadee's,
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Woodthrush
Enthusiasm for the songs Of this bird is alwys unrestrained. Mathews uses such terms as bell-like,
solemn beauty, divine. Saunders is no different:
rich, flutelike, beautiful. But see how differently
they describe the Towhee:
Mathews:

"As a musician the Chewink is not remarkable
.. • In this he differs widely from Woodthrush .•. There is an attempt at melody and
a failure to realize it."

Saunders:

"Sometimes the first note are exceedingly
rich and thrust-like, but they are often
squeaky ••• scratchy, buzzy or rattly."

the other like the Towhee's.

llo better illustration can be found of the aural
confusion created by birdsong (the psychologist
should apply his yardstick here) or the revelations
which follow the removal of this confusion. Let
us apply a little detective work to this apparent
plagiariSM of songs. First of alJ , eight of
the twelve species in our study are implicated -Phoebe, Chickadee, Towhee, Woodthrt'.st, Meadowlark,
Carolina Wren, Yellowthr:>at and Whippoorwill. No
two of them belong to the same family, and one is
not even a songbird. This is not to mention the
M:lckingbird, which sings the songs in the style and
manner of them all. In fact only the House Wren and
Field Sparrow can be cleared of all suspiCion, and
we have no case against the Cardinal.

The contrast in reaction to these two species illustrates the limitations of human hearing very well,
for anyone who has listened to our demonstration of
the Woo<1thrust knows that it is impossible to judge
how the songs differ from those of the Towhee. Hence
we arrive at Ansley's law, that praise of ,birdsong
is an inverse function of the rate at which birds
sing.
.

Here is one of those aJIIlzing coincidences that aches
for the proper insight. We think it may be a clue
to the origin of birdsong. Suppose that the
Phoebe's songs recapitulate the evolutionary steps.
To further our detection let us reduce the songs
to their basic skeletons. I

Some of the notations made by Mathews are identical
to ours:
'
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In song II the interval of II ~J~ii~"~~
a second is followed by
another note five tunes
higher (the last note may
be ienored or regarded as
an embellishment.) From
this it is clear that the
second Phoebe song can be
derived from the first
simply by adding one note,
and assigning it the main accent. Having accomplish-
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We conclude that the woocithrush can be heard quite
well by the unaided ear, but not easily. We are
the first to perceive the pattern of the songs.
Had it been noted before, it would have been reported, since it is quite interesting; the pattern
·v aries from one part of the country to the other.
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three sections, but neither man senses any melodic
detail. This demonstrates the highest degree of cryptic song. Again the same questions plague us as with
the Meadow lark. Should the House Wren be classed
wi th the Cardinal and Carolina Wren as a bird of fixed
repertory (for the individual), or with the Meadowlark and Mockingbird, as a bird of spontaneous (if not
altogether free) invention? It is noteworthy that
neither Mathews nor Saunders attach the importance we
do to the fact that House Wren songs vary in length
from one to four sections, and that there is a method
in the build-up.

ed this much of our analysis it is only necessary
to reflect on the importance of a pure second interval in birdsong in general. It may be used by
fully half of the birds of the world. We have already seen how cOlJllOOn it is for birds to enlarge
upon this simple phrase by repeating it four or
five tones higher (or lower.) From this line of
reasoning it may be seen that it does not place any
excessive weight upon the little Phoebe to discover
phyllogeny in the ontogeny of its song. Many birds
do exactly the same thing. The simplest call of the
Meadowlark -- a down\l8rd slur -- if combined with
its four-note theme, recapitulates the Phoebe. The
Wood Peewee builds on just such a simple phrase.
The Towhee has a cOlJllOOn two-note song, and so on.
A tempting course of speculation, then, it to imagine
that the basic call is one which resounded through
the Cretaceous s\l8!Dps and groves when the birds first
adopted it and added their accented trill, thus producing the first melody. From this simple beginning
the rest of the scale and more besides \l8S discovered.
Many new and bizarre departures attended the intensity of avian speciation because of the selective value
for close relatives to sound unmistakably different
CUring courtship. But through it all, certain conservative members of each family adhered to the
ancient formula to a quite recognizable extent,
recognizably at least when the songs are brought
within our own best hearing range.

Carolina Wren
To our astonishment we find that both Mathews and
Saunders repeat our own comparison to "the sone
of the Maryland Yellowthroat" -- despite the fact
that the greater speed of the Yellowthroat song
caused Mathews to note "a vagueness of tonality, or
rather what might be called musical indecision •••
which after study and some hesitation I considered
not a monotone," whereas "in the song of the
Carolina Wren there is a definite and emphatic swing
from one note to another." Needless to say, Mathews
did not suspect that the "musical indecision" of the
Yellowthroat lay not in the bird's song but within
his own hearing center, nor did he suspect that his
ear could be deceived by the decisiveness of the
Carolina Wren.

We conclude that the Phoebe is a classic case of a
cryptic singer, and the stereotyped nature of its
song makes it the best "control" in our study.
\~e can be confident, fo::- instance, that the songs
we have analyzed are exactly the same ones which
Mathews and Saunders heard.

At first ~~thews' nicely spaced triads are impressive,
and so are Saunders' drawings of the sones. But when
we look back at our own records, these begin to look
pale and indehiscent by comparison. (Saunders' more
elaborate-looking figures actually parallel the
meager stations fixed by Mathews.)
Mathews:

Meadowlark
Mathews depicts the song we hit upon as the /-leadowlark theme this: -

.J ;0\ . t'd
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He uses a line drawing as well as
the musical staff because "only a
series of curves can describe the
indecisive attempts at hitting a tone." Mathews did
not venture as far as we have in deriving all Meadowlark music from this one theme; he contents himself
by saying it is the "one thing we can rely upon as
unchanging." Mathews--a:J:so remarked upon the frequent
expansion of song into two-bar melodies; several
melodies are compared to "the first two bars" of
operatic arias. Mathews considered the variations
to be "provincial", in which view he ambiguously
supports either racial differences or local imitation.
Saunders alerts us to another possibility -- not so
much geograph and more spontaneity. He reports "53
different songs from one bird in less than an hour"
and estimates that "every normal male bird is
capable of singing at least one hundred different
songs. II

Saunders:

The Carolina Wren is a cryptic singer, but one with
an attractive and convincing song at normal speed.

It is not known what the true situation is. If
enough people with tape recorders, living near
Meadowlarks, would record and study the songs of
their birds, an extraordinary story seems bound
to unfold, whether they are "normal males" or not.
For such a study one person, however free to travel,
is not enough. The student must inhabit the same
ground as the bird and hundreds of well-marked birds
must receive individual attention.

Maryland Yellowthroat

Hardly a cryptic singer, yet we do not advise attempting the work by ear. Our invariable experience has
been to imagine that we had a dozen different songs
where there were only four or five.

We do not find either Mathews's scores or Saunders'
drawings adequate representations of what they must
have heard. No Yellowthroat song is adequately
represented by three notes, and we take the intervals
assigned to be mere guesswork. Mathews concedes as
much. "I cannot say that the intervals as I render
them represent true pitch. All I can promise is
that the swing of the Yellowthroat's voice is
accurately reported •••• I do not consider too musical
interval of any consequence."

House Wren
Here the unaided ear, no matter how excellent, is helpless. Both Mathews and Saunders denote a song of
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\(hen certain son~ are slowed do\(O -- enough to
suggest that the first tw songs taken from Saunders'
notes, above, my have had more shape than he was able
to discern.

Mathe\(s:
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Field Sparro\(
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Saunders:
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Obviously no Sound Microscope is needed for this species, since both our experts give songs \(hich recall
those on our farm. loBthe\(s quotes Chapnan to the
effect that "the same individuals sing several different songs." But Saunders corrects this: ''Each
individual Field Sparro\l usually sings but one song
and varies it very little, so that individuals are
easily marked and their singing habits followed."
Another instance \(here confirmatory studies are
needed. Not a cryptic singer. The wrk could be
done by ear, if that ear is a good one.

WhippooT\lill
asserts that different individuals have different songs, and Saunders also observed "great
variation in the phrases . used, chiefly between individuals." But unlike Mithe\(S, Saunders purports
to find that "the same individual can vary its song
considernbly. " This is altogether contrary to our
0\10 observations, though it wuld mke the bird
easier to comprehend if it is true. Perhaps the
fact that the song is cryptic mkes it sound different at different times to the same person.
We at any rate have frequently had to correct such
illusory impressions in ourselves. It 'WOuld not be
difficult to prove \(hich of us is right, and \(e
cannot think of any other simple study \(hich 'WOuld
so ereatly advance the understanding of birdsong.
Certainly it is difficult to explain a species \(here
no tw individuals have the same song, yet each
individual always and invariably repeats the same
one.
~~the.s

A cryptic singer, par excellence.
Cardinal
The Cardinal did not reach Ne\I England in ~~the\(s'
lifetime, and he kne\( only t'WO songs from a caged
bird. We are in no position to reject the transcriptions he ll8de of these t'WO songs, even though
they do not much resemble the spare measures typical of this bird. Saunders' notations are altogether
more convincing.
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The Cardinal cannot be included \11 th the cryptic singers, and it 'WOuld be surprising if it were, since it
does not seem to sing at all fast. Yet \(e consider
it a borderline case. ~lch unexpected detail emerges

Both men give similar sketches of
song. They indicate but three
notes. But their coromentaries
tender a cautionary warning
before we certify this bird
as a cryptic singer.

Mathe\(s:

- v - .......

1) Saunders \(Tites, "Sometimes the last note is slurr-

ed dO\ffiWllrd."
2) ~~the\(s \(Tites, "One \1111 also notice a very perceptible quaver on the syllable poor, so I have indicated that by a grace note in one song. Mr.
Cheney's division of this syllable into the equal
notes on the interval of a third does not seem
to me correct. One cannot produce this effect
by imitating the WhiPpooT\lill's song strictly a
te~; it is impossible to do anything else than
bounce on that middle syllable."

Put these t\(O observations together and you have the
true WhippooT\lill song, and by the criteria we have
adopted that 'WOuld make the Whippoor\lill noncryptic. On the other hand, consider that each
of our experts contribute but one cryptic note
a piece. Mathe\(s himself confesses that he is
'WOrking beyond the limit of human certainty on
a point \(here we can expect no agreement even
among experts. And in all fairness it should be
pointed out that l<lathe\(s thought there was an
extra note, or slur, at the beginning, {not to be
confused \(ith the "tUCk".) On this point he \laS
quite positive, me~tionin£ it specifically in the
text and always giving it in his scores. But it is
not there. We present all of his songs for the bird
because they suggest that individual Whippoor\lills,
despite their habit of monotonous repetition, have
more than one song . In fact, if 1·~the\(5 is right,
all of the variations used by the Woodthrust and
TO~lee are possessed by WhippooT\lills, though ·s eldom
used.

does bring to mind a mechanical bird on a Sviss
clock in the faithful vay it repeats its sone. But
actually the Phoebe is atypical. Outside of the
family to vhich it beLongs it is hard to find
other examples like it. In real life songbirds
rarely bear out an analogy to mechanical toys. For
example, the wealth of musical invention displayed
by a song sparrov surpasses all but the most e;ifted
human composers. Without this -- the most important
single fact of birdsong -- the subject vould never
have intrigued such gifted men as Chapman, Saunders,
l,lathevs, White, Brand and for that matter, Kelloa;.
The intriguing thing is how to explain it. Hie;ht
it offer us a clue to the human gift of music?
Certainly the ansver cannot be absurdly simple.

Neither l.fathevs nor Saunders vas acquainted vi th the
Nockingbird, vhich by its insistence on inhabiting
the Southern states has effectively isolated itself
from the breed of men vho dare to do nothing else
but listen to birds. But an interesting criticism
of our ovn work vi th the Mockiugbird has been
published by Dr. Peter Paul Kellogg, Director of the
Biological Acoustics Laboratory of Cornell University.
"I am inclined to, believe," vrites Dr. Kellogg, "that
birds do hear and distinguish the very last notes, but
the possibility that these fast notes may be explained
in some other vay should not be overlooked ••• It might
be that the avian imitator because of physical limitations or because of specialized sound producing
equipment, just naturally falls into the normal
pattern whenever he tries to reproduce a birdlike
note. Presumably •.• 'the Mockingbird hears the
rapid notes' but might it not also be that the only
vay a bird has of producing the over-all effect vhich
ve hear and which the bird may also hear, is to build
the gross sound out of a number of small parts1"

5) The mechanical explanation is not necessarily
a good biological explanation. It almost demands
that songs be inherited. The anatomical features
which would produce a pattern of sound autonatically must be extraordinarily subtle on any other
Grounds. The only thing that would make the theory
attractive to me vould be positive grounds for
thinking birdsong is strictly inherited, so that
birds can produce their songs automatically, vithout learning. But much of Dr. Kellogg's fame rests
upon his part in the famous Cornell experiJ:lents
vhich proved that birds must learn their songs.

This is an important objection -- one, I think, that
vill have occurred to most of our listeners, as
it has to ourselves. We think the evidence is overvhelmingly aee-inst it, for the follo.v ing reasons:

6) Anyone who has cared to follov this discussion
is avare of wtat is at stake. Will I avoid the
anthropomorphic error1 But the matter is not
quite so simple. There is an equal and opposite
error -- the mechanomorphic error -- vhich can resul t from too much leaning over backvards. My vife
and I are oontent to say that Song is Nusic, and
let it go at that, comforting ourselves vith the
knovledge that if ve had brought back music from
the Moon, it could not be any stranger or more
marvelous than vhat we have found. If to some less
oppressed souls I seem to be driven to excessive
lengths by a modest and not-too-well-thought out
sue;gestion, let me remind them that it is the sort
of e;rotesque position all naturalists find themselves in today. And to this same port vander all
those vho take srrall cowSort in the dynamic principle that man has become a self-propelled species,
vithout need for a backward glance at the forces
which produced him. The mechanornorphis admit that
birds and men ove every part of their specialized
anatomies to' the vertebrate ancestors they share
in common -- including the organs of hearing, voice
and sonc. Yet the same spokesmen vill ask us to reserve for our awn species the feelings and emotions
vhich those anatomical parts evoke, not to mention
the vit to activate them. Formerly this vas done on
theoloeical grounds, vhereas sociological reasons
are offered today. Formerly ve would have been intimidated by the Inquisition; today we are liable to
be counted among those vho oppose the onvard flight
of civilization. Even birdsong is not a safe harbor.
We can imagine other explanations of these songs
than that "the small parts" of vhich "the gross
sound" is built are varied at vill by the bird, as a
result of oonscious thought and effort. But ve
decline to hev to a line that separates man from
other animals, nor do ve see any reason to drsv a
qualitative distinction betveen birdsong and manmade music. The evidence forbids it. We do not
regard birdsong for that reason as being any less
subject to a mechanistic interpretation. We say
this knovine; that in many quarters it vill be received as a cryptic song of our own signifying that
ve think man does not thfnk, or- enjoy free vill,
vhereas birds do. ~t the bias be theirs, not ours.

1) If the Whippoorvill's apparent 3-note sone cannot be reproduced by a bird vithout the production
of 5 actual notes, then it would follov that the
variations on the Phoebe's song could not be so well
controlled as to range from the cuckoo-like "phoebe"
of the Chicr.adee, to the glissando of the Wood
Peewee, to the cryptic song of the Phoebe, throueh
the rough coarse cries of Jays when they also use
that phrase. From this it is clear that there is
no "normal pattern" and the bird uses different
"s~ parts" to build the "gross sound".
No other
difficulty to the objection need be mentioned, but
other difficulties remain.
2) If the songs of the ~bckingbird are studied vith
sifficient care, it vill be found that an imitation
that is convincing at normal speed is often unconvincine vhen analyzed. That is, the Mockine;bird vill
often sing, in the voice and manner of another bird,
a phrase vhich the bird in question would never use.
For example, Mockingbird imitations of the Phoebe's
primary song are not alvays a second interval; the
/·bckingbird may use the interval of a third or a
fourth--if he vas harping on that interval -- while a
Phoebe never does. Nothing could dem:mstrate better
than this that a bird does not "naturally fall into
the normal pattern." He sometimes "falls into" the
vrong one.
3) "Physical limitations" of "specialized sound producing equipment" are of course wbat all animals
have, and vhat it has been our object to explore,
though we would not exclude the associated brain
centers from consideration. Specialization is evident in the rapidity of birdsong, and physical
limitation is evident in the human inability to
hear it accurately. Compared to this interpretation,
it is awkward to suppo~ instead that the birds'
throat contains sound producing equiprnent that
produces extra small sounds which the bird cannot
hear. What is so special about the song in question that would justit'y such a peculiar vay of producing it? Why is the function of these unheard
parts not gradually 10st1 Why would not certain
individuals appear which counterfeit the song by
omitting the inaudible notes1 Is it reasonable for
all birds to have the same specialized sound producing eqUipment -- especially where both songbirds and non-songbirds are involved, as in this
case? Where.is this special equipment when ve
dissect a bird? I am raising some very broad objections, but none that would not occur to our
audience had we adopted the mechanical explanation
of our finding.

The Whippoorvill Effect*
The base of the cochlea is sensitive to lov sounds and
the tip is sensitive to high sounds. In betveen the
arrangement is linear. A given region of the
cochlea corresponds to a parallel region of the frequency diagram for hearing. If the cochlea were
drawn out into a straight tube it could be laid on
the musical staves so that the appropriate parts of
the cochlea would fall approximately on the notes '

4) I f every species vas like the Phoebe, then the
mechanical view might be very strong -- still wrong
but a very natural mistake to make. For the Phoebe
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they vould respond to. It is not surprising, therefore, that the human cochlea is longer than the avian
cochlea. But as the length increases, the organ
threatens to crow the jav. This problem is solved
by packing the unvieldy tube in a tight coil. In this
Yay mammals have achieved an incomparable set of ears
vithout much change in the shape of the inner ear.

SIIE I, BAND 1:

Tvo Days of Spring in Maryland
March
Everything in bud, nothing in bloom; streams full;
vindy day. Davn . A Winter Wren sings a farewell
song by a cascading forest brook.

Inside the cochlea is a complex system of membranes
and nerve endings stretched betveen tva channels,
one of vhich opens at a diaphragm tovard the outside
of the head and the other to a diaphragm to the inside.
When sound vaves impinge on the outer diaphragm, via
the ossicles of the middle ear, the vave is transmitted by the fluid to the membranes and thence to
the nerves.

Spring Peppers call from the pons and are joined by
American Toads singing in different pitches.
Redwings call Okaree, Okaray.
Migrant White throated Sparrows have a Yay out vhen
they can push their song no higher .

Whether for reasons of hydraulics in a curved channel
or from the greater tension in a boved membrane, it
appears likely that the mammalian ear has sacrificed
some of its original ability to recover from one
stimulus in time to receive the next. Just for the
sake of argument, let us suppose that the tectorial
membrane is still engaged if it receives a second
impulse too soon after the first. In this case it
vould be unable to record the sound. By contrast,
the corresponding membrane in the cochlear duct of
a bird vould have recovered in plenty of time and
would transmit the second impulse vithout confusion.

Jays begin to orchestrate in flocks.
Flickers call from the swoying treetops.
Where the Kingfisher rattles along the bank, an
Osprey keeps watch for fish in the river. The
Osprey's voice is as gentle as his look is fierce.

Back in the days of the telegraph key, it vas discovered that a telegrapher could transmit faster
than he could receive. The hand is quicker than
the ear. Mistakes begin vhen more than th!'ee ~:.ort
taps are delivered faster than l/lOth of a second
spart. This is not to mention interesting but disturbing side effects, such as the sen~ation that
the sound is coming from another part of the room .

The Woodcock, though it cannot sing, has whistles
in its wings, and after sunset by dint of extraordinary aerial acrobatics manages to produce a
tinkling song in the air. Taking off in a low
spiral to about 200 feet, it gives excited rolls
near the apex of its flight, then produces its
"song" as it zigs and zags from horizon to horizon,
barely visible in the failing light. Silently it
flutters back to the spot where it took off (a
point in our record punctuated by a ~lispered comment) and once again buzzes with its ovn true voice
as it treaqs and struts in the undergrowth.

It so happens that the Whippoorvill sings its song
at exactly the rate of 10 notes per second. What
ve call the Whippoorvill Effect is merely the old
telegrapher's effect. It is a limitation of the
mammalian ear, but not of the avian ear -- as the
~Iockingbird proves by "receiving and transmitting"
the Whippoorvill message. Belov is a table of the
speed at vhich the birds in our study sing their
songs .

We have all heard of birds which usc tools. But
here is the only recorded instance of a bird which
plays a musical instrument. It uses its wines Ilk\::
a reed instrument, except that instead of usine i~s
mouth as we do, it sweeps the reeds (cr feathers)
through the air at different speeds and angles.
During the ascent the wings emit clusters of seven
notes, ending on a long note pitched half a step
lover . During the descent the same clusters, accelerated five or six times, produce the aerial
sone--the melody being plucked out
on the long final notes.

*Demonstrated in the Mockingbird section, Side II,
Birds' World

Number of
notes per
second*
Tovhee
Woodthrust
Chickadee
Phoebe
Meadovlark
House Wren
Carolina Wren
Ye11ovthroat
Cardinal
Field Sparrov
Whippoorvi11

)

Black-capped Chickadees call to one another; the
answerer usually a half-step lover . (A fey cros
pass overhead.)

We ought, perhaps, to add here
that it vas vouchsafed to us to
discover this remarkable fact.

11
8

-

'
(j\: ---- - - - -

4
24
8
50
18

26
6 to

SIIE I, BArD 2:
20

7 to 9
10

June
The yard is fully occupied and the pattelT- of sonc
from dawn to dusk is a varld in itself -- two worlds
in fact -- one familiar to us and another known only
to the birds. First a day of the familiar world:

*If the fastest notes in a song are eighth notes,
then quarter notes, if present, are counted
tvice. Grace notes and trills are not counted,
hovever. The Woodthrust trill, for instance,
has 32 beats per second, vhereas the song has e.
The Cardinal has both slov and fast songs. The
Field Sparrov changes speed during a song.

At 4 a.m. the Yellowbreasted Chat begins the day. It
is still dark, the stars are out; there are fireflies
blinking in the treetops. The Chat uses a set of six
calls -- three percussive and three sinGinG calls -and with a dramatic sense of time lends a vild note
to the familiar grounds.
Forty minutes later the Cardinal joins the Chat \lith
a sleepy exercise. By now other species may also be
discerned, among them the, Phoebe and Mourning Dove.
The , Carolina Wren avakes, as have also vireos and
varblers.

6

)
)

-.---.

=------------~

iiJfi:t:,,7il'i:

A few minutes before sun-up just about everybody in
the yard begins to sing -- Carolina Wren, Cardinal
and Dove effectually drowning out at least twenty
other voices.

J

,,)

Several species make up for their lack of prominence
at daybreak by singing throughout the morning, even
while they eat.
The Red-Eyed Towhee . Interrupted by a Jay, the
Towhee stops sipging and later resumes where it
broke off -- a trivial event except to those who
imagine that birdsong is an automatic 'process over
which the bird has little or no control. (The chip,
chip of a Hairy Woodpecker marks the passage of time.)
The

~~ryland

Yellowthrcat's Witchery-Witchery.
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TnE BIRD'::' WORLD, PROORAN OF SONGS
Klla-IN ONLY TO THE BIRffi
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In the dead of night a Mockingbird wakes up anJ. sings .
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A choir of Robins chants from the lawns of a near-by
estate (folloved here by the retreating calls of a
Jay as it flies off to roost.)
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As the shndovs lengthen, the Woodthrust carols.
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In the heat of the sultry 90 0 afternoon everything
comes to rest. Only a far off Cicada sings.

SIIE I, BAND 3:
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A Meadowlark is audible above the midday traffic.

A Whippoorwill calls as darkness falls (and a
Tree Toad begins.)

be:fltJ ~ t! h

H
.
-J J. trr"r

An American Goldfinch f11 ts above the heads of men
working in the fields. One call breaks forth like
a diamond flashing in the sunlight.
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The House Wren. We have selected a moment vhen a
Robin adds its song, as we think, judiciously.
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mTA FROM CONDITIONING EXPERDlENTS OF AI1lERT BRAND

The hear ing ra~e of man and birds i s drawn on the musical staves,
Region of be st hearille f or every species (i ncluding man) corresponds
t o range of voice . Birds with low voi ces can hear low sounds.
(Ranp;e of musical instrument. ~ is also indicated.)

C)

SEMI (..1 R.CVLA.R
CANALS

MAN

BIRD

INNER

SCIENCE

EAR
FX6127 Sounds of Medicine reco.ded on localion. Contaw

Spotlcd Chachdaca, Great Tinamou, Wanled Guan, Red

~:~: ~~t:e~I:'F~~c:r ;,~:,~':alorekr~r ;::~~:

ON RECORDS
Folkways' seFies of science recordings provides a unique documentary of the world around us. This ever-grOWing catalogue of
long-playing records, captures the sounds,
both natural and mechanical, of man's physical world. These sounds -- the documentation of animals, insects, man-made satellites, railroads, etc. -- are all recorded in
geographical context. All of the recordings
are edited under the supervision of leading
SCientists. Each record is accompanied
with a set of extensive documentary nqtes,
providing background on the subject plus
additional information on the circumstances
of recording and the significance of the
sounds recorded.

Maca'"

talk, Wlih Crickers. Crested Guam In ~undentorm, Chelt'"
nut Headed Tinamou and Crickeu. Crickets and Para'lwet,
Crickell and Mourning Dove, Small Tree Toad. Peepen,
Flight of Panon, GLInt TOld (Bufo Marinul), t.llny TOIds,
Ram Sequence "'ith Crickeu, And Toads, Three Wattled
&11 Bird, 81ack H""'ler Monke),I, Tree Fall With Scream·
ing. MonkeYl, Panotl and "Ilea",. Tree TOld. and Big
Toad.

FX6121 Sounds of rhe Sea Actual SOUNDS of fI'h specie.

recorOid III llOlited tAnki aM at varying depths '" from ~
fcet in sheltered areal to '2,000 fathoms 200 mUe. cu.t .. in
uopical waten of the Atlamk and Pacific OceaOl. Recor<kd

~o~:s ~v~. ~~~~~~ral~~r~dels~~~:f!~~:r ~:~

..

:~~~; ~O~'~!p -_~f:i~~~~rn~ d:,fr:;b.h c;O:~~~ ~1'tOld_
fish - At! • • 20' ",ater - Pac., One mile offshore (clat.)
pac., 45' water - snapplnf shrimp; Afternoon - All •• 45'
Water; Eveninl - At! •• 11 /~ miles out above water" Pac.

~~!.~i~ ~n:po~t~a~~b~; c:C::t~~n: ~~~6r~~;,.~:~~~

.

uout), 600 fathom. denln 18 mUe. out - Pac ... croaker
family 600 fathoms down - unknown lOundi .. Pac., '2000
fathoms cIotfn. 200 mUe. out - Pac., Spot flsh. Sea robin.

~~:f:,t»!.~~~~~c~:k~rl,5~JaS:'i,:\e~I~r~~:~~nd
snapping wimp chorus in open ",ater, Drum fish, and Toadfish.

FX6122 /FPX6122) Sounds of rhe AmeriC20 SourhwCS!
recoroed iri Xili6rii hilt 1 uciOh, UVe Creek, CriliiCiriUCi
Mountalnt and Rustlers Park. In New Mexico, san Simeon
Valley and in california, Mandevilla canyon, Santa r..ionica
Mountains and Lake Fulmar, by Dr. Charlel M. Bogert,
Chairman and Curator of tbe: Department of Amphibians
and Reptile. of the American Museum of Nat. Hilt •• N. Y.

:::: lOu~:n!e:~~~~~ ~O:Uo~~:"lr~~:~a::Ji~!n the
Mext:: might hear during a ~le .ummer, Includes. Morn.

:~:,"c=t~~gt!~:t;s ~oadr~~:~;. o~~: ~~~~=~t~~m

::,\
and flashflood. Jllultlated Text.

~s:;:ct:~n~~~::.~~e:h~~C:~ °c~~~nH~~r~ !nn:~a::Ya:Jtb
lung lOunds

~

A woman", ith Rleufn&tic Heart DUealoC,

:,:~l_~a~~~dnl~~~ ~~~~' I~t::!e";,(r!h~~-:r~ ~~"'e
sur&icalopc:;ration. &eath lOunds, Sounds of tbe' boweb - A
nOlmal hungry man smoking a cigarette before dinner, Hean
sounds· A man with inflamrrw.tlon of the heart due 10 ac·
tive Ftieumatic N:ver.

FX6130 Sound Patters.

Taken OUt of content these soundli
. stand 6y themse lve. in their uniqueness. and create new
auditory dlmenliona. !'oIATlIRAL SOU:'IlOS; Wood ThrIUb-·
V!ural esrt;lcs~:~~~:ara':r'!,f~;d:pesk.~e~ldo!~ ~i2tO
specr. slowed do"'n to 1/4 speed. slowed d(noln to 1/8 .peed.
Thunder Storm ("'ith toad and bird), Alligator Chocw (Arneric::an, and one Aliat1e). T",o Lions (Atlanta, Zoo), Monkey

~8?'~tr~~.tty~~~~~lic-~~grlJ~i~~~I.se~~~';l:
~~t~JsI;m&~tr~h.!, b~~;d~~!~~~~~~t~~~,L~~O~aXi
Trip . Through Traffic to Airport. Suect Criel ~- N. Y. C.
Lineman, N. Y. C. gardenias., Hot Dogs in Times Square,

~1~o~~~~.doIiw~r~~:~~~·~;tCAiri~ ~e;~n::~{inSOUNDS;
~~t~:~itil. ;QJ:::nti~ ~~:~~~i~!'7 sr,~rr,~~:: :,:!i,O~nd
15 inches tape.

FX61~ The Science of Sound(Shorl versio", of FX6007)
I
record descr6es andTemonstrates various phenomena
of sound as an aid to understanding how sound 11 put Ot work
for the be~efit and pleasur~ of man. How We Hear, Frequency • . Pnch, Int~nsity. The Doppler Effect, Echo and Re ~

Qe:.~~;:l~~lt~~~~~:~~~~~'::::amen~ls and Overtonc.,
Produced by Bell Tdlephone Laboratoriel Incorporated
~t{A~~e~J~. manufactured by F<X.KWAYS RECORD &

FX6140IFPXI401 Sounds of thc Annual Imernalional
Sports Car Races of Warkins Glen N.Y. Th,

VOX Hwnana .."",ded In England. AIf.ed Wo.IOnn s upeumc:nti In e:cienslon of human vocal range "'hh
an Inuoduction by Dr. Henry Cowell. Includes Female

Scnuy ler, Urlera, Glin tropn)' and Grand PBx. Recorued
on location by Henry Mandler and Robert Strome Includes:

::~: ::n~:~nf:/: ~r: JC::::~' :C~':v~~~ %~ ~nn:;ef~~l

MG's, POUChel, "'\crcede•• With ill. note ••

FX6123

octave lup', Double and multiple stopping by the voice,
Sc", registers (male and female VOice), Male voice in nine
OCtlves, "'String Quartet- (or four female voice•• and Voice
venul lnatrume:nt .

~ii~fi~~Pe~~~~~c~r::~~he~:~~~ ~~~a~:cl~o~~PA~:t~~

FX6151 Sounds of A Sourh AfriQn Homesrcad

11£-

corded In the Cand 01 me Zulus 6j Il". Riym~owles
Containes DAWN CHORUS; Doves, Thrush, Cuckoo, Weaver.

~~~~le~s~i!:~~I~io~~e~I~~~~b~%i,k;St~r~;~eO;~.

FX6124 Sounds of Animals audlbl. communlcallon of zoo
:.: Ija:.~a~n~~~.

FX6101 Scimce in Our
from the Signet

Kiy

u\'CS

narrated by ",Icbk QI.....
BOOk. Include. Science began, Science

'd::r~·. ~c:nrr~;~~ ~:~.!'. ~tA~~~~('r!eo:!,!=t~U-

~~e::w~i:~~~rlef:~~:g~~~aS~Pm::

have 'hdr own spc::cill means of vaal communication
",bleh help them to 101ve: their own living problems. In ..
cludes, ZOO: Puma, Lion, Indian Ekpbant, ft)ea. Hippopotamus, Chimpanzee. Peccary, Rh~sus "Ionkeys,
Rhinoc.:.ros. Tiger, recorded by Arthur M. Greenhall.
FARM: Clicks, Goat, SbUD. recorded by Nichola. CollYI.

clmp painted 1n me voicel and lOunck of in children. Ace-

~~dea:!~~.mrnc~~o:~~tin ~~:ksw~::~';.· J~:~~

Before lunch music, Filtng ~nto uttes t fadna. Happy Btnbday. Jacks. Dance Class, Sueb&ll, Tbuuc lackIlage.
Front porch before bJke.1ea.ve. Hike repotU. Glrla after a
rCaoee. Rifle-rYt Last ampflre.

• a r.ml.t

preKn at on, an

fX6li~r~f!~~Jd~'!2~SRi0!o5:J~jy~~T~e a~ii~~~I~~
Ule enoug IOU

avall.blt It ""as ck.cided that the approach would be ••

~~~r~ '::~~(d':

,e.

were

:1 :::':d~ne~u!Wl~ ~!~:~~:!n-:t~nd

of

~Jnlll~ I::kl';:rt:.ndl~~~::.· ~lb~~nsrl~~n~·1cket

and Dove, Ylolaa:oul Jay. Black Howler M:lnkeyr. Panoa.
S",ainlon Toucan. Clcadiu. Great ~flU Mauno•• C1c:&dI.

beer··dunk.' pr"ises, dances. Accompanying
1l1usuations.

not~s

and

FX6152 Sounds of Steam l.ocomories No, 1 Stack

MUsic SiffipJir; 1he c.p. , C. B.&O . • I. C . • C. N. W. •
D. R.G . W.. etC, '2~8"2. 4-8-4. 4~12-2, 4-6-0. 4-6-6 ..4,
4-8-'2, '2-10-2 and nlitc:hen 0006-0. 2~8-0 , Mr-

~~ta~t !;:~;·the~~~;:~~~~fs ';:::. made:

FX610S 1bc Sounds of Camp Ibe pletu.e of a children',

.

'"

~trkt" ,~~rk~~-~. ~~~::i~~r~n~s: '~~z~,~t~~.

4~8-8·4.

lpoolU, Rip Van Winkle comel to town.

FX6120 Sounds of A T

Trogon. Drongo. LATE AFTERNOON UNTIL DARK: Part~
ridge, Dront', Bulbul. Cricket, Amphiblan chorus, Toadl,

Showl by students or the Cb1cat> Insthute 010est,n. Thll

~~~ ~~IYf:~~;~:u:I:; ~~ A~~~~::::Z~. ~~ical

Carnival. Inc~udes the Cro",d, Nleny..(io .. lbund, Barker.
Outside the fun house, Animal barker. Fenb Wheel, Motor·
.drorne balker. RoII-o-PLane, Suange people barker,
Laughing clo",n, Imcrv1e",s. and the famous repertoire of
me"ny-so~ound musk. including Ca.lliope; Ov~l the Waves.
Ta~a"'fa-bnom-dcl-C: and ofhert. Notel.

"

by Vinton

